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Signatory Authority Review Template

1. Introduction

This is a 505(b)(2) new drug application for Zorvolex, a new immediate-release capsule

formulation of diclofenac acid. The referenced product is NDA 020142, Cataflam Tablet, an

immediate—release formulation of diclofenac potassium. The key issues that will be discussed

in this review are the Applicant’s theory about the effect of a smaller particle size of diclofenac
in this formulation and the food effect.

2. Background

The Applicant conducted the clinical development program under IND 103,880 and proposes

to market Zorvolex in two capsule strengths, 18 mg and 35 mg to be dosed three times daily.

The application is supported by a relative bioavailability and food effect study, a Phase 2

single-dose study and a Phase 3 efficacy study that was the subject of a special protocol

agreement, along with relying, in part, on the Agency’s prior finding of efficacy and safety of

Cataflam. The Applicant developed Zorvolex as a new formulation of diclofenac with reduced

particle size, intended to promote the dissolution and absorption of diclofenac. However, the

absorption of diclofenac from Cataflam is nearly 100% following oral administration. The

Applicant claimed that the improved dissolution properties ofZorvolex would be associated

with rapid absorption resulting in comparable pain relief to Cataflam at an approximately 20%

lower dose, although they did not conduct any studies with Cataflam as an active comparator.

For further details about the development program, refer to reviews by Drs. Lloyd and Galati.

3. CMC/Device

DMF (m4), held by (but), supports the drug substance and was found to be
acceptable. As noted by Dr. Wang:

The Zorvolex Capsules commercial manufacturing process involves (m4)
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The proposed dissolution method and dissolution acceptance criteria were found to be 
acceptable.  The Applicant’s request for elimination of bioburden and specified microorganism 
testing for product release and approval of the stability protocol was found acceptable. 
 
I concur with the conclusions reached by the chemistry reviewer regarding the acceptability of 
the manufacturing of the drug product and drug substance, and with the categorization of the 
particle size .  Manufacturing site inspections were 
acceptable.  The Applicant’s request for a categorical exclusion (21CFR25.31(a)) is supported 
by the their argument that approval of Zorvolex will "not increase overall use" of diclofenac as 
Zorvolex will compete with existing approved applications.  The Applicant also postulated that 
Zorvolex may reduce environmental introductions due to lower dosage levels, but this is 
speculative and without data to support that the lower dosage levels will provide comparable 
efficacy.  Stability testing supports an expiry of 24 months.  There are no outstanding issues. 
 
 

4. Nonclinical Pharmacology/Toxicology 
 
As noted by Dr. Xu, while three diclofenac-related impurities are below qualification 
threshold, two have structural alerts for genotoxicity.  A computational toxicity evaluation of 
all three impurities predict that they are not mutagenic.  I concur with the conclusions reached 
by the pharmacology/toxicology reviewer that there are no outstanding pharm/tox issues that 
preclude approval. 
 

5.    Clinical Pharmacology/Biopharmaceutics  
 
As noted by Dr. Naraharisetti: 
 
 Relative bioavailability of Zorvolex compared to reference drug Cataflam: 

The relative bioavailability of Zorvolex 35 mg capsules was compared to Cataflam 50 
mg tablets under fasting and fed conditions in 35 healthy subjects. 
 
• When taken under fasted conditions, 20% lower dose of Zorvolex capsules (35 mg) 

compared to reference Cataflam tablets (50 mg) results in 26% lower (geometric 
mean) peak concentrations (Cmax) and 23% lower (geometric mean) AUC (AUC0-t 

and AUC0-∞). There was no difference in time to reach peak concentrations (Tmax) 
between Zorvolex capsules and Cataflam tablets and it was ~1 hr for both.  

• When taken under fed conditions, the 20% lower dose of Zorvolex capsules (35 
mg) compared to the Cataflam tablets (50 mg) results in a 48% lower (geometric 
mean) Cmax and 26% and 23% lower (geometric mean) AUC0-t and AUC0-∞, 
respectively. The Tmax for Zorvolex was delayed by ~1 hr compared to Cataflam 
(Cataflam-2.33 hr vs. Zorvolex-3.32 hr) under fed conditions.  

• There were no differences in elimination half-life (T1/2) between Zorvolex and 
Cataflam under fasted or fed conditions. 
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Dose Proportionality between 18 and 35 Zorvolex capsules: 
• The two strengths Zorvolex capsules,18 and 35 mg are  

 results in dose proportional pharmacokinetics for Cmax and AUC 
under fasted conditions 

 
Food Effect on Zorvolex capsules: 
• The food effect was assessed for Zorvolex 35 mg capsules as well as reference 

drug Cataflam 50 mg tablets under fasting and fed conditions in 35 healthy 
subjects.  When taken under fed conditions, Zorvolex capsules results in 
significant food effect in terms of reduced Cmax. Under fed conditions, Zorvolex 
capsules results in 60%, 14% and 11% lower Cmax, AUC0-t and AUC0-∞, 

respectively compared to fasted conditions. Taking Zorvolex with food delayed 
the Tmax by 2.32 hr (~139 minutes) (1.0 hr fasted vs 3.32 hr fed).   

• The reference drug Cataflam results in 43% and 28% lower Cmax under fed 
conditions without change in AUC, respectively in the studies DIC1-08-01 and 
DIC1-12-07. For food effect, the Cataflam label indicates 30% lower Cmax 
without change in AUC and can be dosed without regards to meals.  

• The observed 60% lower Cmax for Zorvolex capsules in the food effect PK study 
is considered significant. Based on the single-oral-dose PK profile of Zorvolex 
capsules, the diclofenac is almost completely eliminated from the body by 8 hours 
(no accumulation). Since Zorvolex is administered TID (every 8 hr) and no 
accumulation from the previous dose, even after multiple dosing every-dose of 
Zorvolex capsules will have similar food effect as observed for a single dose. 
Hence, Zorvolex capsules are to be labeled as ‘Taking Zorvolex with food may 
cause a reduction in effectiveness compared to taking Zorvolex on an empty 
stomach. 

 
Dr. Naraharisetti concludes: 
 

The smaller particle size of Zorvolex capsules, as claimed by the sponsor has provided no 
additional advantage in either rate (Cmax and Tmax) or the extent of absorption (AUC) 
compared to Cataflam when taken under fasted conditions.  In contrast, when taken under 
fed conditions, Zorvolex capsules has delayed rate (decreased Cmax and delayed Tmax) of 
absorption compared to the Cataflam. 

 
The Applicant developed Zorvolex to have a greater extent of absorption than Cataflam and 
has failed to demonstrate this to be the case.  The relative bioavailability study demonstrated 
bioequivalence when adjusted for dose, so that Zorvolex represents a smaller dose of 
diclofenac than is available with Cataflam, although the difference in weight of the salt vs. the 
free acid makes comparing the strengths confusing.  I concur with the conclusions reached by 
the clinical pharmacology/biopharmaceutics reviewer that there are no outstanding clinical 
pharmacology issues that preclude approval.  
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